the move collection
design marco venzano

NO-ONE BEFORE HIM
Move redesigns the professional sink mixer tap, simplifying its line (the bridge supporting the shower head is replaced by the outlet spout itself ) and
revolutionising its concept: the frontal position of the centre of rotation, opposite to the traditional sink taps, doubles the range of action of the mixer tap, while
the magnetic attraction of the shower head provides a completely smooth support surface, facilitating extraction and use, even with just one hand.

INTUITION AND INNOVATION.
THE ONLY ONE IN THE WORLD.

The creative insight of a young designer combined with the technological
innovation of a famous brand name produces an extraordinary result,
one hundred percent Italian and unique in all the world. The Move sink
welcomes a new era in the world of professional mixer taps, revolutionising
technology and anticipating the future. The innovative operation and
formal equilibrium (both covered by international patents) enhance

everyday life in the kitchen, simplifying activities centred around the sink.
The minimalist and elegant lines are without compromise: the Nobili Widd®
28 immersion cartridge incorporates the most advanced technological
characteristics in just 28 mm diameter, with maximum reliability and
outstanding eco-sustainable attributes, helping save water and energy allday and every day.

MOVE

The ingenious Move collection dons a pure and linear style that evokes simplicity and ergonomics: the wide range of action of the shower head, which rotates
360° and is independent of the outlet spout (which also rotates 360°), combined with the possibility of picking up the shower head with just one hand due to
the magnetic support, diverting the flow between the aerator jet and the spray jet, allows greater freedom of movement at the sink.

THE MODELS
The Move collection is available in four different versions, with four different styles. In addition to the traditional chrome finish, the brushed stainless steel finish
gives the mixer tap a whole new identity (especially the version with a mat black rubber sheath), creating a contemporary vintage style and evoking the sense
of an intensely lived-in kitchen space.

MV92300/50CR

MV92300/50IX

Professional sink mixer tap with aerator jet and spray jet
Hose cover spring
Chrome finish

Professional sink mixer tap with aerator jet and spray jet
Hose cover spring
Stainless steel finish

MV92400/50CR

MV92400/50IX

Professional sink mixer tap with aerator jet and spray jet
Rubber hose sheath
Chrome finish

Professional sink mixer tap with aerator jet and spray jet
Rubber hose sheath
Stainless steel finish

FRONT ROTATION
The innovative operation and the absolute stylistic purity of the Move collection, both covered by international patents, render its design unique and rather
exclusive. A distinctive characteristic of the Move mixer tap is the frontal position of the centre of rotation of the shower head (opposite to the traditional sink
taps), a unique feature that doubles the range of action of the mixer tap.

THE TECHNOLOGY
The Nobili Widd® 28 immersion cartridge, with its mere 28 mm diameter, combines elegant lines and outstanding eco-sustainable attributes. The Nobili
WaterSaving technology halves the consumption of water by applying a brake to the opening action of the lever at the half flow position, while the Nobili EcoFresh
technology provides considerable savings in energy reducing the consumption of hot water.

MAGNETIC ATTRACTION
This innovate system means that the shower head can be grasped and used with just one hand. The surface of the mixer tap remains perfectly smooth: the
support and stability are controlled by a powerful magnet inside the shower head. When the button on the shower head is pressed, a stop-valve blocks the
aerator jet and produces a spray jet from the shower head. When the button is released, the shower head automatically returns to aerator flow.
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